
In 2006, It’s Back to Our Old Bag of Tricks! 

Clubhouse, Proshop & Restaurant at Grand Traverse Resort 
 
With the final payments all received, most of you will be pleasantly surprised that 48 Yoots will 
making the trek to Traverse City when the leaves start falling in October!   This is HALF the 
normal count of people, making this a “Back to Our Roots” kind of year.   I’m not going to 
speculate on why this happened, but for those of us going this year, it is going to be a great 
(smaller) group!  It will be nice to actually TALK to some of you again!  Grand Traverse Resort 
will provide a tremendous venue for us.  Thank-you to all of you that paid on time!     
 
Additionally, almost ALL of those that will play this year will be going up for the Thursday Night 
stay and most of those will be taking advantage of the free round on the Spruce Run course. 
 
The Yoot Shoot hasn’t had less than 48 people since 2000 when the Drunk Drivers were in 
their “Dynasty Reign”.   2000 was the year that the Yoot Shoot first went “On the Road”, 
leaving the Gladwin / West Branch area for the first time, playing at Thunder Bay Resort in 
Alpena.  There were many “firsts” that year…Our first “Snow Delay”, our first “Champagne on 
the fairway” and the first car driven down a fairway by one of our members.  Since then we 
have visited some of the best resorts in Michigan.  This year will surely be one of the best 
venues to hold the Yoot Shoot and come October many “ex” Yoots will be feeling a HUGE 
loss. 
 
I do want to remind everyone that we have until the end of August to make any adjustments to 
your team.  After that, there are no refunds from the resort. 
 
A contingent of Yoots will visit Grand Traverse Resort in Late August to scout the location and 
gain any useful information on Bunker Location, Green Contour, Distance marker accuracy & 
of course where to find the coldest beer.  All information will be considered “classified” and 
kept only to those that go…every little bit helps!  �  Let the games begin! 
 
In the coming months, more information will be forth coming about the event so stay tuned 
and be sure to check the website for additional information. 
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www.yootshoot.com 
 

Site of the 2006 Yoot Shoot 
Grand Traverse Resort! 

 
 
 
 
 
 

www.grandtraverseresort.com 
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• August 31st deadline! 
No refunds will be allowed by 
the resort after August 31st, 
2006. 

• Casino Shuttle 
Grand Traverse Resort will 
offer a free shuttle from the 
resort to their off-site casino.  
To save most of you from 
wasting your time,  the Yoot 
board will accept your cash (no 
service fees) at any time before 
the event…just tell us how 
much you were willing to lose 
and we will gladly take it from 
you! 

• Red Mesa Grill 
Superb Southwestern cuisine 5 
minutes from the resort! Cold 
Beer & excellent margaritas! 
Try it…we did! 
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• “Pink Ball” play was 
established in 1993 and ended 
in 2004 due to the slow play it 
contributed to our round. 

• The Yoot Shoot used to brew 
its own beer for the tournament 
in Downtown Rochester.  “Yoot 
Brew” was highly potent and 
caused massive hangovers.  
See the labels below! 

Yoot Productions 
6749 Granger Dr. 
Troy, MI.  48098 
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Yoot Brew – Labels From the Past 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


